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ABSTRACT

Holographic stereograms (HSs) constitute one of the most

widely used types of computer-generated holograms. The

scene information required to calculate the HSs can be ac-

quired by conventional digital cameras. It is, however, usu-

ally required that the scene should be captured from dense set

of view points. Therefore, relieving this requirement is criti-

cal in the sense of easing the capture process. In this paper,

in the capture stage of holographic stereograms, we employ

our previously presented light field reconstruction algorithm

[1], where we utilize sparse representation of light fields in

the shearlet domain and reconstruct dense light fields from

their highly under-sampled versions. The simulation results

demonstrate that we can relieve the dense view sampling re-

quirement of HSs, e.g. by as high as 8× 8 sub-sampling fac-

tor, and still keep the perceived image quality of holographic

reconstructions at satisfactory levels. This enables, for ex-

ample, replacing the scanning camera setups with the more

convenient multi-camera arrangements.

Index Terms— Holographic stereogram, light field,

sparse reconstruction, shearlet

1. INTRODUCTION

An end-to-end holographic capture and display is usually re-

garded as the ultimate way of 3D scene replication. As it

is well-known, however, holographic capture relies on the

wave interference principle which requires illumination of the

scene with a coherent light source. This in turn makes the

recording of real-life scenes difficult for various practical rea-

sons. The endeavor towards solving this problem goes back

to 1966 when the first computer-generated hologram was pro-

posed by Brown et al. [2]. Computer-generated holography

(CGH), in a sense, simulates the optical recording process

carried out in holographic capture. In other words, the in-

terference of reference and object waves is calculated numer-

ically. Therefore, it enables obtaining holographic informa-

tion from a synthetically generated scene or a real-life scene

which is illuminated by (incoherent) white light.

Unlike other model-based approaches (which require

scene depth information), such as Fresnel hologram [3] and

phase-added stereogram [4], holographic stereogram (HS)

[5] is an image-based CGH technique which relies only on

a set of captured images of the scene. Due to this relieved

scene capture requirement as well as their efficient way of

calculation, HSs have found various applications, especially,

with the recently developed holographic print techniques

[6]. The set of captured images required for HSs are usu-

ally described using the light field (LF) formalism [7]. The

sampling requirements of the LF, which is to be used in HS

calculation, is determined based on the human visual system

(HVS) as well as the properties of the scene. These require-

ments mostly result in densely sampled LFs which then set

challenging constraints on the practical capture setups. As

a consequence of these constraints, the scene is usually cap-

tured by a scanning camera which should be moved by an

accurate camera positioning system with step sizes in mil-

limeter or sub-millimeter ranges [8]. Relieving the sampling

requirements of LF is crucial for HSs, not just to ease the

tedious work to be accomplished by such capture systems

but also to enable new capture setups. For example, relaxing

the camera movement step size to centimeter ranges could

make a multi-camera setup useful for capturing, which then

removes the static scene assumption of the scanning camera

systems and enables dynamic scene capture.

Cao et al. [9] and Rivenson et al. [10] have used the

recently emerged compressive sensing techniques to recon-

struct 3D scenes from sub-sampled versions of Fresnel holo-

grams and HSs, respectively. In these approaches, the relation

between the scene and the hologram plane is modeled via su-

perposition of 2D-to-2D propagations defined between a set

of parallel planes representing the scene and the hologram

plane. Thus, independent treatment of different sections of

the scene leaves the applicability of such methods question-

able for scenes with occlusions. As the HSs actually rely on

the captured LF, we aim to solve the sparse capturing problem

within the context of LF reconstruction from its sub-sampled

versions. By this way, we surpass the above-mentioned mod-

eling problem, which then makes our approach applicable to

scenes with occlusions. The novel view synthesis approaches

are directly applicable to the problem considered in this paper.

Indeed, in [11, 12, 13], depth-image based rendering tech-

niques have been used to reduce the number of captured im-

ages required for CGH. The performance of such approaches

is dictated by the quality of the depth estimation which is



very much scene dependent. Our LF reconstruction algo-

rithm, which has been previously presented in [1], relies on

an image based rendering technique. Thus, it does not re-

quire explicit depth information. Furthermore, it is particu-

larly useful for the problem we consider here with its compe-

tence in LF reconstruction, i.e. its ability of acceptable quality

dense LF reconstructions from highly sub-sampled LFs. The

sub-sampling rates we consider in this paper are significantly

higher (which results in sparser set of cameras), for example,

than those reported in the recently presented LF reconstruc-

tion technique [14].

2. HOLOGRAHIC STEREOGRAMS

A holographic stereogram contains the sampled LF informa-

tion on a certain plane (hologram plane). The LF required to

calculate HS can be described using the hologram plane and

the capture plane which defines camera locations. Thus, the

required LF information is obtained from cameras capturing

perspective views as illustrated in Fig. 1. The light rays cross-

ing these two planes can be equivalently parametrized using

the hologram plane and two angular coordinates which cor-

respond to positions on the camera plane. Please note that in

Fig. 1 and in the following derivations we consider the 2D

cross-section of the 3D space for simplicity, the extension to

3D case is straightforward.
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Fig. 1. Parametrization of light field capture for holographic

stereograms.

Let us denote the hologram, capture and camera sen-

sor planes by x, s and u, respectively. We define the LF

parametrized by the x and s planes as L1(x, s), similarly

another LF is defined using the s and u planes as L2(s, u).
Denoting the distance between the camera and hologram

planes as d, and the distance between the sensor and the cen-

ter of projection of the camera as l, the relation between L1

and L2 is given by

L1(x, s) = L2(s, ux), (1)

where ux = s + l(s − x)/d. The hologram, capture and

sensor planes are discretized by the sampling steps Δx, Δs,

Δu, which represent the holographic element (hogel) size,

distance between adjacent cameras and the pixel size of the

camera sensor, respectively. If the magnification equation

given by Δx = Δud/l is satisfied and Δs is chosen to pro-

vide integer pixels of disparity D for adjacent views, i.e. D =
Δsl/d ∈ Z, for those points on the hologram plane, then

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the discrete LFs

L1[m, i] and L2[i, k]. Thus, the LF L1[m, i] can be directly

read from the captured images.

HSs encode the LF information in the form of holographic

fringes. The object field can be expressed as a superposition

of windowed plane waves emitted from different hogels to

different directions, and the amplitudes of the plane waves are

specified by the corresponding LF (intensity) samples. Thus,

OHS(x) =
∑
m

rect

(
x−mΔx

Δx

)

×
∑
i

√
L1[m, i] exp(j2πfmi

x x), (2)

where fmi
x are the spatial frequencies of the plane waves on

the hologram plane. They are determined by the propagation

directions of the corresponding rays as fmi
x = (1/λ) sin θmi

x ,

where λ is the wavelength of the monochromatic light and

θmi
x represent the incidence angles of the rays along the

x−axis. The inner sum in Eq. 2 produces the spatial pattern

to be written inside each hogel and it can be found via apply-

ing an inverse Fourier transform operation to the reordered

images according to Eq. 1. The interference pattern of a ref-

erence wave and the object wave found by Eq. 2 creates the

intensity fringe patterns of the HS which then reconstruct the

object wave when illuminated with the same reference wave.

In this paper, we consider the complex object wave as the HS

to avoid the reconstruction noise that would be introduced by

the conjugate object wave so as to evaluate our approach in a

more reliable way, as will be demonstrated in Sec. 4.

The diffractive properties of HSs are mainly determined

by the hogel size. The hogel size of the HS is usually cho-

sen based on the properties of HVS and an average intended

observation distance. Assuming that HVS is a diffraction-

limited imaging system, the minimum distance between two

points at distance d that can be resolved by the HVS is given

by the Rayleigh criterion as [15]

ΔHV S
x =

1.22λd

T
, (3)

where T is the pupil size of the human eye (which is typ-

ically in 2mm-8mm). Thus, having a hogel size smaller

than or equal to this minimum resolvable distance will en-

sure maximized perceived image resolution. On the other

hand the pupil size sets an upper limit for the angular resolu-

tion of HS which needs to be satisfied for smooth experience

of view-dependent image properties such as motion parallax

[16]. These two criteria usually impose a dense LF sampling



for the capture setup which complicates the capture process.

In the following section, we propose a method to relieve the

sampling requirements regarding the capture setup.

3. LIGHT FIELD RECONSTRUCTION

One widely used way of LF analysis is to utilize the epipolar-

plane image (EPI) representation. An epipolar-plane image

can be formed by taking the slices of the LF, i.e. for a 4D

LF L(s, t;u, v) it is obtained as E(s, u) or E(t, v), depend-

ing on the direction for which the analysis will be carried

out. The problem of densely sampled LF reconstruction can

be formulated as reconstruction of each densely sampled EPI

slice from only a sparse (decimated) set of samples as illus-

trated in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b). Here, we refer to the LF

sampling case as the densely sampled LF, when the disparity

range of the scene between adjacent views is within −1 : 1
pixels with respect to the disparity of points on the focused

scene plane. It has been shown that the continuous LF func-

tion can be obtained from such a densely sampled LF using

linear interpolation [17].
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction of the densely sampled EPI. (a) Deci-

mated EPI. (b) Corresponding reconstruction result. (c) Tiling

of the frequency domain of EPI by the shearlet atoms.

The LF reconstruction problem can be efficiently solved

using regularization in the shearlet domain, since the LFs ex-

hibit sparse representations in this domain [1]. Fig. 2(c) illus-

trates how the frequency domain of EPI is tiled by the shear-

let atoms. The shearlet atoms are distributed such that each

disparity value in EPI is revealed as direction in tiling. The

reconstruction of unknown samples in EPI can be modeled

as estimation of a given that b = Ha, where a and b are

the vectorized versions of the densely sampled and decimated

EPI, respectively, H is the masking matrix representing the

known samples positions. Reconstruction is obtained by iter-

ative hard thresholding procedure with decreasing threshold

[1]. That is,

an+1 = S∗ {T λn
{S [an + α(b−Han)]}} ,

where S,S∗ are the shearlet analysis and synthesis transform

matrices, respectively, α is acceleration coefficient and T λn

is the hard thresholding operator with threshold λn. After

sufficient number of iteration, an is obtained as the solution

with the corresponding sparse representation of San.

In this paper, we consider full parallax viewing of HSs.

Therefore, the full parallax LF reconstruction is achieved by

consecutively reconstructing each horizontal parallax set and

then repeating the same procedure for each vertical parallax

set. For a more detailed discussion of the LF reconstruction

algorithm, we refer the reader to [1].

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

We consider the simulation setup illustrated in Fig. 3, where

we use the 3D modeling software Blender [18] for designing

the scene and rendering the perspective images. The holo-

graphic stereogram is intended to be viewed by an observer

at distance d = 200mm. The pupil size of the observer is

assumed to be 2mm. The hologram parameters are then set

(according to Sec. 2) as: pixel size Xx = 2μm, hogel size

Δx = 64μm and total number of pixels N = 8092.
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Fig. 3. The simulated scene.

The camera plane is also chosen to be d = 200mm away

from the hologram plane. We first implement the dense LF

sampling case for which the LF samples required for HS cal-

culation can be simply obtained from the captured LF data by

linear interpolation, as pointed out in Sec. 3. For the scene

shown in Fig. 3, it is required that the camera spacing should

be at most 1mm to be able to capture the dense LF. Therefore,

we put 49×49 cameras at s, t ∈ {−24Δs,−23Δs, ..., 24Δs}
with spacing of Δs = 1mm on the camera plane. In the

second setup, we employ the sparse set of 7 × 7 cameras at

s, t ∈ {−24Δs,−16Δs, ..., 24Δs} to demonstrate how our

LF reconstruction algorithm relieves the LF capture stage of

HSs. Given this sparse set of cameras we estimate all 49× 49
dense set of views using two different approaches: one is our

shearlet-based LF reconstruction method discussed in Sec.

3 and the other one is depth-based light field reconstruction

which utilizes ground truth depth maps (provided by Blender)

for each sparse viewpoints. In the depth-based approach, fol-

lowing the procedure in [13], we separate the depth in three

dominant layers (corresponding to depths of three dice) that

are consequently used in the rendering of the dense light field.

Then, we calculate three holographic stereograms by using

both the original and the estimated dense sets of views for

the above-mentioned two approaches. In all HS calculations,



the scene is assumed to be illuminated by a monochromatic

light with wavelength of 534nm and correspondingly only

the green channels of the images are utilized. The HSs are

calculated hogel by hogel using IFFT, as suggested by Eq. 2,

where the discrete set of spatial frequencies are obtained by

resampling the continuous set of spatial frequencies via bi-

linear interpolation.

We compare the qualities of obtained HSs by simulat-

ing the viewing process. In particular, we employ wave field

modeling and find the image perceived by the observer using

the Fresnel diffraction model as

I(u, v) = |Fl {T (s, t)Fd {OHS(x, y)}} |2, (4)

where Fz is the Fresnel propagation operation by distance z,

and T (s, t) represents the lens transfer function of the human

eye [15]. The human eye is modeled as a camera with a thin

lens having a circular aperture of diameter 2mm. The dis-

tance between the pupil and retina, l, is assumed to be 25mm
and the eye is focused on the hologram plane. The pixel size

on the retina is set to Δxl/d = 8μm, i.e. it corresponds to

one hogel size according to lens magnification. In order to re-

duce the speckle noise in the reconstructed images, we do the

calculation given by Eq. 4 in a multiplexed manner. The HSs

are expressed as a sum of their sub-sampled versions (sub-

sampling is done over hogels), where the sub-sampling factor

is 6× 6. The corresponding 36 reconstructed images are then

(incoherently) summed up to find the final reconstructed im-

age. By this way, we eliminate the interference between a

given hogel and the hogels within its 11× 11 neighborhood.

In Fig. 4, we show reconstructed images from three HSs,

corresponding to different LFs, at different observer positions

on the camera plane. The HS reconstructions corresponding

to original dense set of images, estimated sets of images via

the depth-based reconstruction, and estimated sets of images

via our LF reconstruction algorithm are given in columns (b),

(c), and (d), respectively. At each observation point shown

in different rows, we take the green channels of ideal images

rendered in Blender as reference (shown in column (a)) and

calculate PSNRs for the image regions within the bounding

boxes of dice. From column (b) to column (d), the corre-

sponding PSNRs are found as 22.83dB, 22.63dB, 22.55dB
for the top row; 22.90dB, 22.89dB, 22.87dB for the middle

row; and 23.13dB, 22.37dB, 23.12dB for the bottom row.

Regarding the comparison between the reconstructed and

corresponding ideal images, the significant parts of degrada-

tions are caused by the common factors that are the errors

introduced in HS generation (e.g. due to plane wave assump-

tion) and the speckle noise inherent to subsequent holographic

reconstruction process. Otherwise we can provide acceptable

quality reconstructed (perceived) images which are similar to

those obtained from the original dense set of views, and in

doing this we relieve the view sampling requirement by a fac-

tor of 8 × 8 compared to the dense LF capture case. Fur-

thermore, our LF reconstruction and the depth-based method

also result in similar reconstructed images from HSs. This

makes our method more preferable, since it does not require

depth estimation which is usually susceptible to artifacts such

as misregistration. There are significant implications of these

achievements. For example, it would be possible to capture

the required LF information for the setup considered in this

section by using a 7 × 7 array of cameras which is placed at

800mm away from the hologram plane, where each camera

has 50mm focal length and 4K×4K sensor with pixel size of

∼ 4.3μm. The distance between the adjacent cameras of this

multi-camera setup would be 8mm × (800/200) = 32mm
which is a feasible value for camera spacing (it should have

been 1mm × (800/200) = 4mm for direct capture of dense

LF).

Fig. 4. HS reconstructions for views given in (a). HS is cal-

culated from: (b) original dense set of images, (c) estimated

dense set of images via depth-based approach (ground truth

depth is utilized), (d) estimated dense set of images via our

light field reconstruction algorithm. The observer is at: top

row: (6Δs, 12Δs), middle row: (−12Δs, 8Δs), bottom row:

(−10Δs,−10Δs).

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a way to relieve the light field sampling re-

quired by the holographic stereograms. In particular, we have

utilized the sparse representation of light fields in the shearlet

domain. The ability of acceptable quality dense light field re-

construction from its highly under-sampled versions (e.g. by

a factor of 8 × 8) have led us to capture a much sparser sets

of multi-view images than that is originally required for holo-

graphic stereogram calculation. As an important implication

of this, we have demonstrated that the usually employed scan-

ning camera setups can be replaced with the more convenient

multi-camera arrangements.
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